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Low-Dimensional Embeddings for Interaction Design
Marius Mihai Rusu,* Svenja Yvonne Schött,* John H. Williamson, Albrecht Schmidt,
and Roderick Murray-Smith
everyday life, they can also be quite complex.[4] Designing for more interactive
objects, with hand gestures acting as one
of the main controls, is an area of increasing research and commercial interest.
While the degrees of freedom (DOF) the
human hand possesses allow for “ﬂexibility
to perform skilled ﬁnger movements”[5] in
real life, they pose technological challenges
for digital interfaces, as most typical interaction design processes are not yet well
adapted to high-dimensional input.[6]
The goal when prototyping such controls
is to ﬁnd gestures that are easy for the user
to recall and perform reliably, and easy for
the computer to distinguish from one
another. However, gestures possess a high
degree of complexity and human movement possesses a variability[7] that needs
to be known and incorporated into the
design process. Confronting designers
with the raw high-dimensional data as
input and asking them to design robust,
usable interactive systems has proven to
be challenging.
This has limited the impact of novel sensing systems that
capturing more of the complexity of real-life interactions.
Such systems’ datasets possess higher dimensionalities, which
makes them more challenging for designers to understand
and utilize. Lu et al., for example, are developing a system that
can capture the full 25 dimensions hand movement possesses
with the help of multiple inertial sensors.[8] Further, large
amounts of high-dimensional data can be generated from the
deployment of multiple sensors across physical objects, as is
the case for the WebBike Project, where the researchers
equipped e-bikes with sensors.[9]
The highly complex datasets created by those novel sensing
systems require a layer of simpliﬁcation to become comprehensible for researchers and designers and to proactively apply
design processes appropriately. We explore the role of lowdimensional embeddings in conceptualizing and visualizing
high-dimensional movement data by answering the following
research question.
Can Autoencoder-Based Dimensionality Reduction Simplify
the Data-Driven Design Process?
Our ﬁndings suggest that the low-dimensional representation
of complex movement data is more convenient to work with than
high-dimensional data, which builds a basis for analyzing and
visualizing hand movements and interactions among team
members during the design process. Further, we deﬁne

Physical interactions with the real world have many degrees of freedom, which
has led to the development of novel input devices with a multitude of sensors to
capture increasingly high-dimensional data. This high dimensionality makes the
design of interactive systems more complex. Herein, the use of autoencoderbased dimensionality reduction is explored to simplify the design process. For
this purpose, a data glove equipped with accelerometers is used to record highdimensional hand movement data that are thereafter reduced to 2D embeddings
using autoencoders. The exploration and evaluation of the resulting embeddings
suggest that autoencoders can be used to create meaningful low-dimensional
representations of complex human movement. The characteristics generality,
variability, connectivity, and distinguishability are established and a guideline is
provided for assessing low-dimensional embeddings. Referring to these characteristics, system engineers can evaluate different input modalities and gestures
for their speciﬁc interaction task. Further, a framework is outlined for designing
and evaluating gesture interaction in the low-dimensional space. By demonstrating the exemplary design of the interaction with a virtual lever, this research
gives system engineers a template for interaction design in the low-dimensional
space.

1. Introduction
Daily life is shaped by interactions where we use our hands.[1–3]
From the coffee mug we put to our mouths, to our ﬁngers ﬁnding their way to the correct letters on our keyboard, hand movements are ever-present. Using data gloves, optical tracking, or
accelerometers, a lot of information about these habitual interactions can be captured, showing that, as well as dominating
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characteristics that low-dimensional embeddings should display
to support interaction design. By means of exemplary studies, we
demonstrate how the low-dimensional space can be used to analyze high-dimensional hand movements, predict prospective
design performance, and analyze the resulting systems. This
approach enables the design team and machine learning team
to communicate constructively, thus leading to better collaboration and interaction designs.

2. Background
2.1. Interacting with Hands
Hands are a powerful tool for interacting with our surroundings both in real life and virtually. If we think of virtual interactions as ﬁnite state machines coupled into direct control
tasks, we can use our hands to trigger transitions between
states. Through continuous changes in the way we move
our hands, we can guide changes in our surroundings.
Think about how you operate a mouse. By changing the posture of your hand and moving your index ﬁnger down you click
and trigger an interaction; changing the speed of your hand
in combination with this posture enables you to drag
something—a continuous interaction.
A posture is directly related to the DOF of the hand, as it is
speciﬁed through the degree by which joints of ﬁngers are
bent.[10] Postures do not contain information on movement as
they are “static hand gestures.”[11] Gestures are deﬁned as movement[12] of different body parts,[3] most notably hands, to convey
information.[3,11] This movement sufﬁces to deﬁne a gesture
according to Xu et al.[12] In contrast, the posture of the
hand is considered a deﬁning characteristic of gestures by
others.[3,11,13]
One approach to the evaluation of the quality of gestures for
interactions is via gesture elicitation studies.[14] These are usercentered studies with the goal of understanding the users’ mental models of gesture interaction.[14–16] Participants typically
pick[17] or design[15,18] gestures for interactions in a think-aloud
experiment setting,[17] sometimes enhanced through additional
assessment of the quality of the gesture for the interaction in
the form of Likert scales.[17] Thereafter, a consensus agreement
is calculated using the agreement rate formula by Wobbrock
et al.[18] Alternatively, we built the theoretical foundation for taking a data-driven approach of analyzing the quality of gestures
based on their inherent features, which we record using a data
glove and accelerometers and process using autoencoder-based
dimensionality reduction. We do not aim at presenting our
research in contrast to other state-of-the-art approaches but
rather aim at presenting our data-driven approach as a general
tool to simplify the design process.

density,[20] utilizing less intrusive materials,[21] and becoming
more lightweight and inexpensive.[6,20] An example for this is
the Dexmo glove that we are using for our research. The
Dexmo is a lightweight force-feedback glove, capturing 11
DOF.[22] The glove can capture data on changes in the bending
state of the ﬁve different ﬁngers, as well as ﬁnger split angles and
thumb rotation. We enhance the data collected via the Dexmo
data glove with additional sensors. The information is captured
via lighweight inertial measuring units (IMUs) attached to the
glove as displayed in Figure 1. Each sensor has three-axis accelerometers, gyroscopes, and magnetometers, which can be used
to estimate body poses[23] and hand gestures.[12] Instead of utilizing existing peer-reviewed datasets such as Zhang and
Harrison,[24] for example, we decided to create our own dataset
using the enhanced Dexmo glove to have control over the input
modality, sensors, and dimensionalities. Further, our goal was
not to produce generalizable results, but to analyze and demonstrate how to prototype high-dimensional interactions in the
low-dimensional space.
2.3. Dimensionality Reduction with Autoencoders
Dimensionality reduction techniques are transformations that
create a low-dimensional representation of high-dimensional
data,[25] which are used for further processing, visualizing,
and analysis.[26,27] The quality of the low-dimensional embedding
is traditionally deﬁned through how much information and
structure within the data is preserved,[25–29] optimizing on the
loss between original and restored data.[30] The suitability of neural networks for representation of the complex, high-dimensional
mappings required to process the data from data gloves makes
them an obvious choice to explore. As early as 1993, Fels demonstrated with his GloveTalk system that neural networks can be
used for processing movements and enabling complex control of

2.2. Data Gloves and Accelerometers
Data gloves are input devices in the shape of a glove to sense
hand and ﬁnger positioning and movement.[1] They are typically
used for data acquisition in areas ranging from information visualization to medicine.[1,19] In recent developments, research
has focused on increasing robustness,[2] scalability,[20] sensor
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Figure 1. Outline of the Dexmo glove and the attached IMUs (blue).
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behavior in interfaces.[31,32] Machine learning approaches are
applied not only to understand human movement,[33] but also
to personalize interaction and thus accomodate for differences
in people.[34]
There is a wide range of options for acquiring a lowdimensional embedding that is useful for interaction design,
from traditional linear mappings such as principal component
analysis (PCA) and factor analysis (FA)[25] to modern nonlinear
methods such as t-distributed stochastic neighbor embedding
(t-SNE), uniform manifold approximation and projection
(UMAP), and autoencoders. Whereas supervised learning methods learn from predeﬁned input and output,[31] autoencoders are
unsupervised in that they do not require manually selected examples of the desired output. Autoencoder models are multilayered
neural networks with a low-dimensional (compared to the input
dimension) bottleneck layer in the middle. The activations of this
bottleneck layer can be seen as a low-dimensional encoding, created from the input that can be reconstructed by the later decoder
layers. Although the standard gradient-descent training process
of autoencoders can be computationally intensive, in comparison
with other dimensionality reduction techniques, they offer the
opportunity of generalizing on the basis of new data, and importantly for analysis of human movement, autoencoders perform
well on natural, real-world data.[29]

to learn the low-dimensional representation of gestures and
determine the best ﬁt for their speciﬁc interaction task. We
selected six gestures that are frequently used during the daily
routine and instructed the participants to perform each of these
gestures ﬁve times. Half of the gestures were general gestures,
while the other half relied on the accelerometer to grasp the
movement properly. Using this procedure, we gathered 20
time-series for each of the predeﬁned gestures to visualize
and evaluate within low-dimensional embedding. The following
list and visualization in the Supporting Information give an overview of the recorded gestures: 1) general gestures: 1.1) pinching
with index ﬁnger and thumb, 1.2) pinching with index ﬁnger,
middle ﬁnger, and thumb, 1.3) squeezing with the entire hand;
2) accelerometer-speciﬁc gestures: 2.1) pointing with the index
ﬁnger, 2.2) rotating a knob clockwise with the entire hand,
2.3) swiping from left to right with the entire hand.
The data in their original state comprise the following features: 1) 5 dimensions—bending state of each ﬁnger ranging
from 0 (fully stretched) to 1 (fully bent); 2) 5 dimensions—bending velocity of each ﬁnger derived from the bending state; 3) 18
dimensions—acceleration and gyroscope values from three
accelerometer devices.

3. Turning High-Dimensional into
Low-Dimensional Data

Using the collected data, we optimized and trained three separate
autoencoders that operate on different subsets of features using
the PyTorch framework[36,37] and the GPyOpt library.[38] Instead
of creating just one autoencoder, we want to investigate how different input modalities shape the low-dimensional embedding.
The autoencoders will hereinafter be referred to as model A, B,
and C. Model A operates only on the bending state and thus
reduces 5 to 2 dimensions. Model B operates on both the bending state and the bending velocity and therefore maps 10 dimensions to 2. Model C operates on all features, thus reduces
dimensionality from 28 dimensions to 2 dimensions.
By using different sets of sensors for gathering highdimensional data and reducing the data to a low-dimensional
space, designers can assess these sensors and identify the most
suitable sensors for their desired interaction. This provides a
basis for a data-driven judgement on ﬁnding the balance between
using enough sensors and adding too much noise through too
many input modalities.
Although a higher dimensionality of the reduced data potentially preserves more information about the hand movement and
can be appropriate for further classiﬁcation work, in this article
we focus on 2D embeddings as they can be visualized comprehensible. The resulting visualizations of complex movement data
support interaction design and allow constructive communication between the design team and machine learning team.

To answer our research question, we ﬁrst need to create exemplary low-dimensional embeddings of complex movement data.
In this section we give an overview of the recorded data and their
characteristics as well as the training and optimization process of
the autoencoders. We will not go into the technical details, as the
Supporting Information is intended to give interested readers a
deeper understanding of the implementation and allow
replicability.
3.1. Recording High-Dimensional Data
To gather the required data, we performed a “Rewarding the
Original”-like[35] study with four participants, three of whom
are co-authors (3 male, hand length ¼ 18.7 cm, 19 cm,
20.5 cm, aged 22, 38, and 52; 1 female, hand length ¼ 17 cm,
aged 22). The task was to move and gesticulate as freely and
as diversely as possible for a duration of roughly 3 min. The goal
of this was to attempt to cover the entire movement space that
contains all possible hand postures by that user, as well as the
transitions between those postures, and thus obtain a dataset
with high generality. Using this procedure, we gathered
20 000 samples of high-dimensional data in an unsupervised
fashion for training and optimizing the autoencoder. Large datasets as such are only required once to train the autoencoder on
human movement and therefore are not part of the design
process.
Further, to evaluate the low-dimensional embedding and analyze gestures within that space, we gathered data on everyday gestures. Recording, visualizing, and analyzing gestures is a
fundamental part of the design process as it allows designers
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3.2. Optimizing and Training the Autoencoder

4. Designing Embeddings for Interaction
In this section, we present and visually interpret the lowdimensional embeddings generated by the autoencoder-based
dimensionality reduction. In addition, we extract the main characteristics visible in the embeddings and discuss how they affect
the design of gesture interaction.
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Applying the autoencoder-based dimensionality reduction to
the high-dimensional data results in three 2D embeddings visualized as scatterplots in Figure 2. As in Section 3.2, we refer to the
various embeddings as Embedding A, B, and C, on the basis of the
underlying model. Depending on which model we examine, each
data point in the scatter cloud has a different meaning because the
models operate on different sets of features. While Embedding A
visualizes simple hand postures, Embeddings B and C are more
complex. Each point created by model B illustrates a certain position and velocity of the ﬁngers. Model C extends model B by additionally comprising the orientation and acceleration of the entire
hand and therefore holds the highest density of information. As
mentioned, these data were collected from four participants.
During the interpretation of the embeddings, we refer to them
as users to underline the context of interaction design. To gain
further understanding of the low-dimensional representations,
we visualize the recorded gestures mentioned in Section 3.1 as
trajectories in Figure 2. One trajectory is a 2D representation
of the time-series during which the respective gesture was performed once. Multiple repetitions of the same gesture thus lead
to overlying trajectories of the same color. Exploring those gestures in a low-dimensional context reduces the complexity and
offers a better understanding of hand movement compared to
the high-dimensional data.
4.1. Generality
We observe that the data points in Embedding A and B are well
distributed across the entire movement space, although showing
a higher density in frequently revisited portions of that space.

These evenly distributed embeddings without outliers suggest
that a small number of users may sufﬁce for creating general
embeddings covering a wide range of hand postures and gestures. Embedding C in contrast shows a higher density in central
areas, whereas peripheral areas contain a large number of outliers, especially in the lower right corner. This indicates that gathering larger amounts of data per user is necessary to cover the
entire individual movement space. The reason for this is the high
dimensionality of Embedding C given by the additional sensors
comprising the orientation and the higher-order derivatives associated with the rotational velocities and acceleration of the ﬁngers. This results in a much larger, more complex movement
space, dependent on dynamic variation of hand poses.
From a designer’s perspective, having an insight into the generality of the dataset allows for better judgement regarding the
suitability of the sensors and the collected data for a speciﬁc interaction task. Designers can compare different input modalities
and assess the amount of required data to cover the possible
movement space for their desired application. Using dimensionality reduction to create low-dimensional representations of complex data supports this task.
4.2. Connectivity
To ease the understanding of the low-dimensional space,
Figure 3 shows a rasterized subset of Embedding A as glyphs,
where the bending state of the ﬁngers is encoded in the color.
This color coding highlights a transition from a ﬁst on the right
to a stretched-out hand on the left. This transition indicates that
neighboring points in the high-dimensional context are mapped

Figure 2. The trajectories of the recorded gestures in the scatterplots of the 2D embeddings. The x- and y-axes of the scatterplots represent the two
dimensions of the embedding space. The range of the axes is not relevant as we are only interested in the overall topology of the embedding space. The
four users are distinguished by color (green, blue, red, and yellow). Embedding A, B, and C (columns) show the general gestures (rows) “pinching with
index ﬁnger and thumb,” “pinching with index ﬁnger, middle ﬁnger, and thumb,” and “squeezing” with the entire hand in the respective 2D space. In
addition, Embedding C shows the accelerometer speciﬁc gestures “swiping” from left to right with the entire hand, “pointing” with the index ﬁnger, and
“rotating” a knob clockwise with the entire hand.
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Figure 3. Rasterized glyph visualization of Embedding A. As shown in the legend, the ﬁngers are displayed from thumb (left) to pinkie (right) as squares,
while the bending state is encoded in color. The colors range from fully stretched (yellow) to fully closed (red).

to neighboring areas in the low-dimensional context with neighboring points referring to points in spatial and temporal proximity to each other. This visualization is helpful to understand the
effects of the dimensionality reduction on the data but reaches its
limits for more complex embeddings that go beyond simple postures such as Embedding B and C. Assessing the connectivity of
the low-dimensional representation early in the design process
helps designers to better understand the nature of their dataset.
Designers can gain insight into which features of the hand
movement are decisive and shape the movement space, and thus
adjust their gesture interaction accordingly. Without lowdimensional representations of the high-dimensional movement
data, assessing such characteristics is difﬁcult and often
infeasible for humans.
4.3. Within-User Variability
Looking at the trajectories of multiple repetitions of one gesture
and from one user at a time, we notice that Embedding A and B
show a lower variability than Embedding C as the repetitions
manifest in close proximity. As Embedding C is based on both
the glove data and the accelerometer data, it can grasp more characteristics of the movement. This higher number of degrees of
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freedom causes multiple repetitions of the same gesture to differ
more distinctly from one another compared to lower degrees of
freedom in Embedding A and B. We observe for example that the
trajectories visualizing the gesture “pinching with index ﬁnger
and thumb” are irregular in Embedding C, even though they
are dense and regular in Embedding A and B. Such a high level
of within-user variability can especially be observed in the gesture
“rotating” in Embedding C, where the trajectories of the user represented by the color green stretch across the entire center of the
embedding space.
4.4. Between-User Variability
Further, comparing the trajectories between users gives us an
insight into individual behavior. Due to the generally high variability in Embedding C, the trajectories derived from different
users become hard to evaluate. Nevertheless, we can observe that
the trajectories of the gesture “swiping” differ signiﬁcantly
between participants, especially the trajectories of the users represented by the colors blue and red. By looking at Embedding A
and B, we also note that some gestures posses a higher variability
than others. The trajectories showing the gesture “pinching with
the index ﬁnger and thumb” are similar across users, unlike the
© 2021 The Authors. Advanced Intelligent Systems published by Wiley-VCH GmbH
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trajectories of the gesture “pinching with the index and middle
ﬁnger and thumb”. Even though the general interpretation of a
pinching motion is clear, the exact execution may differ due to
small variations in the bending state of the ﬁngers and the
dynamics of the movement execution. The users represented
by the colors red and blue might have a different understanding
of the gesture “pinching with the index and middle ﬁnger and
thumb” compared to the users represented by green and yellow.
A central stage in the design process of gesture interaction is
the acquisition and analysis of different gestures. One interesting
question is how a certain gesture is performed repeatedly by
a user and how different users perform this gesture.
Visualizing and evaluating the gesture in a low-dimensional context provides useful information by pointing out differences and
similarities regarding both between-user and within-user
performance.
4.5. Distinguishability
We observe that Embedding A and B separate the gestures in a
more distinct fashion than Embedding C. This means that the
time-series of the different gestures have a low resemblance
and do not contain a large number of similar data points. This
difference in distinguishability can especially be observed with
the trajectories of the gesture “pinching with index ﬁnger and
thumb” and “pinching with index, middle ﬁnger and thumb”.
In Embedding C, those two distinct gestures share a large number of similar data points in the upper portion of the embedding
space, whereas they are clearly separated in Embedding A.
Being able to distinguish gestures is vital for designing interactions, where different gestures control different interactive
devices. Having knowledge of how distinct or similar certain gestures are helps assign gestures to control tasks and reduces
errors and confusion. Similar to variability, low-dimensional
embeddings reveal such characteristics of gestures and present
them in a more comprehensible way compared to the highdimensional context.
Visualizing and interpreting the low-dimensional representation of complex hand movement reveals various characteristics of
the data. With our exemplary dataset collected from four users
and reduced to two dimensions using autoencoders, we establish
the characteristics generality, connectivity, within-user and betweenuser variability, and distinguishability. These characteristics can be
visually evaluated in a low-dimensional context and provide guidance during the design process of gesture interaction.

5. Designing Simple Interaction
In the previous section, we show how autoencoder-based
dimensionality reduction can provide theoretical guidance during the design process. In this section, we want to demonstrate
how designers can use the low-dimensional representation to
prototype interaction tasks directly within the embedding space.
The main advantage of designing in a low-dimensional context is
the reduced complexity of the data and providing designers with
a more easily visualized representation of the gestures and control tasks.
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To do so, we put ourselves in the position of a system engineer
trying to design an exemplary gesture interaction task. From the
wide range of possible everyday tasks we chose that of “interaction with a lever.” The goal of this exemplary design process is to
model the interaction with a virtual lever using only lowdimensional embeddings and simple state classiﬁcation
methods. We want to demonstrate how designers can leverage
quick results when prototyping gesture interaction while also
visualizing the design progress and keeping it transparent and
comprehensible. We divide the design process into the following
four steps.
5.1. Find a Suitable Embedding
Since manipulating a lever is a straightforward motion, a small
number of sensors are sufﬁcient to capture this motion. As stated
in Section 4, reducing the number of sensors also reduces the
variability of gestures in the low-dimensional embedding and
therefore increases the robustness of gesture and posture recognition. Therefore, we decide to use Embedding B, which takes
the bending state and velocity of the ﬁngers into account.
5.2. Record a Distinct Posture for Selecting and Deselecting the
Lever
Ideally, we do not want to be limited to one single control task but
to be able to choose from a variety of different objectives. We
therefore need to be able to manually select and deselect the
interaction with the lever through one distinct posture. For this,
we choose the posture “pinching with thumb and ring ﬁnger” as
it is easy to put into practice. We instructed one user (demographics mentioned in Section 3.1) to perform the posture
“pinching with thumb and ring ﬁnger” as diversely as possible
to encode a high variability into the training data. By doing so, we
collected ﬁve samples of the posture, which are visualized as scattered blue points in Figure 4.
5.3. Record a Continuous Gesture to Manipulate the Lever
For manipulating the lever, we need a continuous gesture that
translates well between the different states of the object. As there
is a multitude of potentially suitable gestures for that task, we
choose not one but three different gestures and compare them
in Section 6 with regard to performance. We recorded ﬁve repetitions from one of the same users as earlier, where they performed the following gesture candidates: 1) pinching with index
ﬁnger and thumb; 2) pinching with index ﬁnger, middle ﬁnger,
and thumb; and 3) squeezing with the entire hand.
Figure 4 visualizes the repetitions of these gestures as single
trajectories in the low-dimensional embedding. We observe that
both variations of pinching are straight lines, aligned in a precise
manner, while “squeezing” shows a higher variability between
individual repetitions.
5.4. Map the Posture and Gesture to a Virtual Lever
Once we record and visualize the posture for selection and deselection and a variation of multiple gestures for manipulating the
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interaction object. Once selected, the lever can be manipulated
by one of the different gestures in a continuous fashion. To avoid
interference between the three gestures for manipulating the
lever, only one of those gestures can be used at a time and
we manually switch between gestures. The lever can be positioned at 31 different states, deﬁned by keyframes in the trajectory of the currently selected gesture. This level of tolerance can
again be modiﬁed depending on the embedding and requirements of the task.
For a better understanding of the interaction, Figure 5 shows
the user interacting with the virtual lever displayed as a state
machine. At the beginning, the lever is not selected and the user
moves freely in the space. Upon reaching the selection and deselection posture, the lever is activated. The user can now manipulate the lever by performing the gesture “squeezing” within the
tolerated threshold.

Figure 4. Potentially suitable gestures and postures for the interaction
with a virtual lever in Embedding B. “Pinching with thumb and ring ﬁnger”
(blue) is used for selecting and deselecting the lever. The gestures “pinching with index ﬁnger and thumb” (magenta), “pinching with index ﬁnger,
middle ﬁnger, and thumb,” (yellow) and “squeezing” with the entire hand
(cyan) are used for manipulating the lever.

lever, we need to perform posture and gesture recognition to
map the user’s movement to the virtual lever.

By following these four steps, we create an exemplary interaction task using only a small amount of data and simple mathematical operations such as the Euclidean distance between points
in the low-dimensional embedding. We demonstrated how lowdimensional representations can be used to simplify the design
process and help designers leverage quick prototypes.
Note that if different sensors are used, or extra sensors are
added to an existing interface, we would collect new calibration
data and repeat the aforementioned design process. The core
interaction mechanism can be kept, but we would need to retrain
the embedding and then redeﬁne the regions associated with
state transitions.

5.4.1. Posture Recognition for Selecting and Deselecting the Lever
For this subtask, we compute the Euclidean distance between the
currently performed posture of the user and the ﬁve repetitions
of the recorded posture. Once the Euclidean distance is below a
predeﬁned threshold, the posture is recognized and the interaction task is either selected or deselected. This threshold can be
seen as a level of tolerance and can be modiﬁed depending on the
embedding and requirements of the task.
5.4.2. Gesture Recognition for Manipulating the Lever
For this more complex subtask, we compute the mean trajectory
for each of the three gestures. The mean trajectory allows us to
span a vector from the starting point to the end point of the
motion and we map this transition to the maximum and minimum state of the virtual lever. By partitioning this vector into an
arbitrary number of small vectors, we calculate equally distributed keyframes on the trajectory. These keyframes represent
the different states of the gesture and therefore the different positions the lever can reach. In our setup, we partition each gesture
into 31 different states but higher or lower values are possible.
Similar to subtask 4.1, we compute the Euclidean distance
between the currently performed posture and the 31 different
states of the gesture. If the smallest distance to a certain state
falls below the predeﬁned threshold, the state is recognized
and the lever moves to that position. The selection and deselection posture is responsible for selecting and deselecting the
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Figure 5. Simpliﬁed interaction with the virtual lever using the gesture
“pinching with index ﬁnger and thumb” shown as a simple state machine.
The user transitions between states according to the trajectory (green).
The user begins the interaction at an arbitrary position in space, marked
as arbitrary entry point (orange), making their way toward the discrete selection and deselection state (blue). Once there, the lever is selected and a
discrete state transition occurs. Now, the user approaches the continuous
manipulation state (magenta), where they can use the gesture “pinching
with index ﬁnger and thumb” to manipulate the lever in a continuous
fashion.
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6. Evaluating the Interaction
In the last two sections, we position the potential contribution of
the use of low-dimensional embeddings to the design process of
gestural interaction systems and demonstrate the practical application of embeddings to prototype interaction tasks. In this section, we want to evaluate the exemplary interaction task of
Section 5 and investigate the user performance when interacting
within the low-dimensional space.
To do this, we perform an exemplary user study applying Fitts’
law,[39] where we compare the three different gesture candidates
“pinching with index ﬁnger and thumb,” “pinching with index
ﬁnger, middle ﬁnger, and thumb,” and “squeezing.” The aim
of this study is not to generalize results but to show an example
of possible evaluation routines for gestures and demonstrate how
designers can determine the best ﬁt for their interaction
prototype.
Two users (demographics mentioned in Section 3.1), who
were not part of the data collection process described in
Section 5, took part in this study. During the study, a randomly
sized red cube appeared at a random position on the lever visualized in Figure 6 for the users to hit. Once hit, the users were
instructed to press a button, which completed the trial and
caused the target to reappear at a new location. The users were
instructed to hit the cube n ¼ 200 times for each of the three
gestures. For each trial, we recorded the distance between
the current position of the lever and the spawn position of

the cube (D) as well as its width (W ) and the time passed until
the cube was hit by the lever (MT). We evaluated the recorded
data with the help of the Shannon form[40] of Fitts’ law,[39] by
calculating the index of difﬁculty (ID) and index of performance
(IP) as


D
ID ¼ log2
þ1
(1)
W
 
ID
(2)
IP ¼
MT
MT ¼ a þ bID

(3)

where D refers to the distance to the target, W to the width of
the target, and MT to the movement time required to reach the
target. a and b refer to the offset and slope of the linear model,
which we ﬁt to the gathered data.
Additionally, we perform a post hoc statistical analysis to
assess the Pearson correlation coefﬁcient (PCC),[41] which is used
to reveal statistical correlations between two variables. We visualize the results in Figure 7. As the PCC ranges between 0.46 and
0.55, we observe a linear correlation between ID and MT, which
becomes evident when ﬁtting a linear function to the data. This
ﬁnding suggests that a higher movement time is attributed to a
higher difﬁculty of the trial.
When comparing the different gesture candidates, we observe
a similar performance across the all gestures. The gesture
“pinching with index ﬁnger and thumb,” however, stands out
by having the best IP. This indicates that the user had the least
trouble using the gesture “squeezing” and thus performed better
than using the other gestures.
When looking at the overall distribution of samples
between the two users, individual patterns arise. We note that
the user represented by the color green had a higher number
of outliers, especially for the gesture “squeezing.” This can be
caused by low familiarity with the task, variable executions of
speed, or a lower agility when performing the gestures. The
linear trend in movement time with ID is however clear in both
cases.
With our exemplary user study, we show how designers can
quickly compare different gestures when prototyping interaction
tasks. In addition, we show that it sufﬁces to gather reference
movement data from one user, which are then compatible with
different users. This insight further lowers the effort for prototyping simple interaction tasks. In this context, Fitts’ law offers a
simple method for assessing the user performance with limited
resources. However, this method does not give insight into
usability or user satisfaction, which requires more extensive
future study.

7. Discussion
Figure 6. The setup during the Fitts’ law user study. The red cube (target)
appears at random locations within its boundaries (spawn). The user has
to hit the cube with the lever (hitbox) by moving within the boundaries
(movement). The user can move the lever by performing one of the following gestures: “pinching with index ﬁnger and thumb,” “pinching with
index ﬁnger, middle ﬁnger, and thumb,” or “squeezing”.
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In this work, we investigate the following research question.
Can Autoencoder-Based Dimensionality Reduction Simplify
the Data-Driven Design Process?
By conducting exploratory research with exemplary data, we
present a framework for the use of autoencoder-based
dimensionality reduction to simplify data-driven design,
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Figure 7. Boxplots showing the index of performance (IP) for realizations of the gestures “pinching with index ﬁnger and thumb” (left), “pinching with
index ﬁnger, middle ﬁnger, and thumb,” (middle) and “squeezing” (right). Line plots showing the index of difﬁculty (ID) in relation to the movement time
(MT) and displaying the Pearson correlation coefﬁcient (PCC) and the linear coefﬁcients a and b of a linear ﬁt. The two users are distinguished by color
(green and blue).

supporting the process of linking machine learning and
design teams via low-dimensional embeddings of sensor
data.
We record general hand movements, as well as everyday gestures (Section 3.1), and apply autoencoder-based dimensionality
reduction (Section 3.2). We visualize the data in a lowdimensional context and propose various characteristics of
embeddings, which impact their use in interaction design
(Section 4). Via illustrative examples, we emulate the design
process of gesture interaction by creating the interaction with
a virtual level (Section 5) and evaluate the user performance with
Fitts’ Law (Section 6).
Our ﬁndings suggest that autoencoders can be used to create
useful low-dimensional representations of complex human
movement, which are suitable for designing interaction tasks
in a more comprehensible environment compared to highdimensional data. We now provide an overview of the main
research topics discussed in this article.
7.1. Create Comprehensible Data
Designing interactions in a high-dimensional context can be difﬁcult for system engineers. Low-dimensional embeddings simplify the design process by reducing the complexity of the
movement space, thus making the search for a suitable lowdimensional embedding vital for useful interaction design. 2D
embeddings are a good ﬁt because they can be visualized comprehensively in scatterplots, allowing designers to better understand the data.
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7.2. Find the Right Sensors
Low-dimensional representations of high-dimensional movement provide valuable information on potentially useful subsets
of sensors for speciﬁc interactions. As shown in Section 4, a
broad set of sensors gathers information on a more complex
movement space while also causing increased variability in
the low-dimensional embedding, or requiring more training
data. The importance of ﬁnding a balance between the number
of sensors and the data required becomes evident when looking
at Embedding C in Figure 2. Designers can use low-dimensional
embeddings to guide the choice of the sensor subset best suited
for their application and thus create more robust interactions,
while also reducing the amount of required hardware.
7.3. Generality
This characteristic describes the extensiveness of an embedding
and its ability to encompass all possible motions detectable with
the given sensors. Assessing generality reveals to what extent the
training data cover the possible movement space and allows
designers to compare different input modalities and adjust
the amount of required data for their desired application.
Embedding C in Figure 2 for example contains a larger number
of outliers compared to Embedding A, which indicates that larger
amounts of data per user are necessary to cover the entire individual movement space. As shown by this example, lowdimensional representations of the data reduce the complexity
and allow for a quick visual interpretation of this characteristic.
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7.4. Connectivity
We deﬁne this characteristic as the preservation of smooth transitions within the low-dimensional space. It encompasses an
embedding’s ability to map neighboring high-dimensional points
to neighboring low-dimensional points, with neighboring points
referring to points in spatial and temporal proximity to each other.
Connectivity gives insight into what features of the hand movement are decisive and shape the movement space and allow
designers to adjust their gesture interaction accordingly. As an
example, we can see in Figure 3 that the decisive gesture in
Embedding A is the transition from a ﬁst to a stretched-out hand.
This 2D glyph visualization demonstrates how embeddings reveal
otherwise complex features of the high-dimensional data.
7.5. Variability
This characteristic describes the similarity of multiple executions of
a single gesture. We differentiate between within-user variability
and between-user variability. Within-user variability shows how repetitions of a gesture differ when performed by the same user, while
between-user variability reveals how repetitions of a gesture differ
across multiple users. Assessment of the variability of a gesture provides knowledge on how reliable that gesture is and whether users
perform it consistently. This insight allows designers to choose welldeﬁned gestures with low variability for their design prototype.
Embedding A in Figure 2, for example, shows that the gesture
“squeezing” is similar both within and between users. The gesture
“pinching with index ﬁnger and thumb,” in contrast, differs
between users, which demonstrates the loose constrains of that gesture. Low-dimensional embeddings prove helpful because they are
suitable for visualizing gestures as trajectories, which reduces the
complexity of the data and offers more comprehensible visualizations, helping team members communicate effectively.
As proposed by Bernstein, there is typically more than one way to
achieve a particular behavior.[42] This suggests the potential for variability between the trajectories of repeated gestures. The same gesture executed in different ways may be represented as disconnected
trajectories in the low-dimensional embedding space. This potential
issue, however, did not appear in the exemplary movements we analyzed. Although there was an expected amount of variability, such as
for the gesture “pinching with index ﬁnger and thumb,” the
low-dimensional representation was still contiguous. However,
we might expect noncontiguous mappings in other cases, and these
can still be accommodated within the design process, as multiple
equivalent paths. For this reason, we anticipate that embeddings
can support the design process of more complex hand movements
by grasping the variability of the movement space and creating families of easily visualized and useful mappings.
7.6. Distinguishability
Distinguishability describes how much gestures differ from one
another and whether a system will be able to reliably tell them
apart. Knowledge of the distinguishability of gestures is especially useful to avoid classiﬁcation errors, where different gestures control different interactive devices. In the 2D space,
possible conﬂicts between gestures are visually recognizable,
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allowing designers to avoid confusions of controls early during
the prototyping process. As an example, the gestures “pinching
with index ﬁnger and thumb” and “squeezing” in Embedding C
in Figure 2 overlap signiﬁcantly, indicating possible classiﬁcation
errors, if these were both used for gestures in the same interface.
7.7. Design Gesture Interaction
Low-dimensional representations further beneﬁt interaction
design by allowing interaction mechanisms to take place within
the low-dimensional context. As shown in Section 5, we designed
an interaction with a virtual lever using unsophisticated mathematical operations such as the Euclidean distance. We utilized
dimensionality reduction to ﬁnd a suitable set of sensors, choose
a pool of potential gesture candidates, and perform calculations
necessary to interact with the lever, all within the lowdimensional space. Our framework shows an exemplary design
process and demonstrates how designers can beneﬁt from
dimensionality reduction to quickly implement interaction prototypes. In addition, we show that a small amount of reference
data sufﬁces to prototype simple interactions, which reduces
time and effort for designers.
7.8. Assess User Performance
We conducted an exemplary user study applying Fitts’ Law to evaluate the user performance when interacting with the virtual lever
using different gesture candidates in Section 6. Our post hoc analysis indicates a linear correlation between the ID and the MT
when attempting to hit targets of random size and distance by
operating the virtual lever. Further, we found that the gesture
“pinching with index ﬁnger and thumb” had the highest IP,
which suggests that the users performed best using this gesture
candidate. With this exemplary study, we show how Fitts’ law
functions as a simple method for assessing the user performance
and compare different gesture candidates for an interaction task.
All in all, our work explores various aspects of dimensionality
reduction for a data-driven design process. Our contribution
mainly consists of the theoretical characteristics generality, connectivity, variability, and distinguishability, which provide valuable
knowledge when designing interaction prototypes and can be
evaluated within the low-dimensional context. Furthermore,
we provide exemplary frameworks for designing and evaluating
simple gesture interactions within the low-dimensional embeddings to help designers leverage quick results with low effort.

8. Conclusion
Analyzing high-dimensional interactions in the low-dimensional
space facilitates data-driven interaction design. Working with
low-dimensional embeddings decreases the complexity of movement data to a manageable level, allowing designers to better
comprehend, prototype, and evaluate interaction designs. In this
research, we demonstrate a scalable approach where autoencoders are used to construct low-dimensional embeddings of
high-dimensional movement data. This article introduces key
characteristics for assessing embeddings and demonstrates the
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design process of gestural interaction via a low-dimensional
embedding.
These contributions build the foundation for future user studies
for systematic evaluation of low-dimensional embeddings. Further
studies are needed to verify the applicability of the explored concepts
to real-life design scenarios and assess the impact of the established
characteristics. Key points to investigate will include the impact on
variability of real-time feedback during and after gesture execution,
the scalability of the approach to more high-dimensional sensor
data, and the ability of the method to dampen noisy sensor data.
As engineering teams develop rich new sensing technologies
for user input, these may be much higher-dimensional and more
variable than traditional input approaches. Machine learning
techniques such as the use of autoencoders for low-dimensional
mappings have the potential to better support the use of such
new sensors in interaction design. This article outlines the broad
issues of the approach for enabling future applications.
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